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Abstract 
We give a different proof of Power'.,; several variables generalization o[" the well- 
known Kronecker's result on tinitc rank Hankel matrices. This also leads to ~,, formula 
for the rank of a small Hankel operator on polydisk in terms of a certain degree of its 
rational symbol. ~.) 1999 Elsevicr Science inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Tile well-known Kroneckcr's result on linite rax~k Hankel m,ttricc~ i:, as 
follows" The matrix (a,, i),i q~ tbrmed by a sequence (a,~, ,, ofcomplex numbers 
is of finite rank if and only if its associated symbol r(z) ....... ~ , ' , ,  ' ~:..- ~ is a 
rational function. In this case t!~c rank is equal to the degree ofr( , . - )  ~'[lerC have 
been.s ~'evewal'' gene,'alizations of this result recently, see Rcf.,i. [I 41. ]n l?.ct'.. [3] 
Power extended this re.,;ult to the severail variables ituation. Hc shov, cd that a 
mulfivariablc bilinear Hanke! form is of tinite rank if and otmly it" its associated 
symbol is a rational ftmction of a certain Ibrm. He also discussed the relation 
between the rank of a multiw|riabte biiinear Hankcl tbrm and a certain dcgrcc 
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of its symbol and gave an example to illustrate the possible complicated nature 
of this relationship. 
Here we consider small Hankel operators on Hardy space of the polydisk, 
which is almost equivalent o the multivariable bilinear Hankel forms. We 
characterize when a small Hankel operator on the polydisk is of finite rank and 
give a formula for its rank in terms of a certain degree of its rational symbol. 
The key to get the formula for the rank is to identify the Hardy space of 
polydisk with the tensor product of Hardy space of the unit disk. The result is 
quite natt, ral. But the proof seems to rely on some simple and amazing com- 
binatorial facts. 
Let D be the open unit disk. Its boundary is the unit circle i. The polydisk 
DP and p-torus/'P are the Cartesian products of p-copies D and T, respectively. 
The Hardy space H"(D p) is the closure of the polynomials in L2(TF). Let ? be 
the orthogonal projection from L:(T;') onto H2(De) .  Let : = (zl . . . . .  :v) .,rid 
-=  (-~ . . . . .  :~,). Let V be the anti-unitary operator on H'-(D e) defined by 
t l~ : h(z). The (small) Hankel operator with symbol f E L ~ (T e) is defined by 
Ht(h)  : I P ( fh ) ,  for all h E H2(DV).  It follows from the definition that H t- 
depends only on the analytic part of f .  The boundedness and compactness of
Hankel ot~,:iators on polydisk has been studied in Ref. [5]. To compare with 
Hankel matrices of one variable, it is interesting to note that if we write 
t = . . . . .  :,, , )-%. 
i II 
then ~ailh rc.,pccl to the dcconlposilion 
-' (D"  ' i12(l)V) == t t ' (D  ,, I ) , , :ptt2(DV I) ' i  . . . . .  i ' . .ptt" ) " . . . . .  
the Hankel operator tt, oi" p-variables can be represented as a Hankel matrix 
with entries being Hankei operators c,f (p -  I)-variables, that is 
l i t  : :  
tL  t t , ,  t I ,~  "'" 
t t , ,  t ! , ,  • . . . . .  
I t  e . . . . . . . . .  • 
Although our main interest is l\~r the scalar-valued ltankei operators, the 
resulls require u,s to deal with matrix-valued Hankel operators. Let L" (C q~q) 
be all q × q matrices with each entry a L ' (P ' )  function. Let H-'(C q) be the 
vector-valued Hardy space, lhc Hailkei opera,or HE with matrix symbol 
!I (" 'q  F ::L ,,i ~ L ' (  lean be represented as 
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For our purpose, without loss of generality, we assume that F c H x(C ','q) 
throughout the paper. Here is the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem I. Let F E Hx(Cq*'t). HI." is q/f inite rank i / and  on ly  ( I F  L~" a rational 
function o f  the Jbrm 
P(z, . . . . .  : , , )  
F= 
qt (z,)q2(a2)""" qt,(zt,)' 
where P(zl, . . . ,zt,) & a polynomial  matrix itt (:.l . . . . .  zt,) am/q,( - , ) ( i  = ! . . . .  p) is 
a pol),nontiai n z,. I f  this is the case, we write 
k 
F=y~Fi .  
i ~:: 0 
where f iw :q,i = ! . . . . .  k dist#tct points insi&' the open unit disk 
I(I 
F. = ~P. , ( : l  
/0  
I, 
F, = y]P, ,(z l  
/ I  
Then we have 
. . . . .  ..-.p. , ) - '  
. . . . .  _-i, I) 
(! - _~,.zt, ) ' 
rank (H/.-) = Z rank( tt/, ) 
t I) 
:~:-- rank(Ill,in., .... /',,,,, )+  Z 
a I 
where Hrl/.,, ..... v,~, 
T[P,t . . . . .  P,/,]. 
r [~,  . . . . .  P,/,] = 
rank(tire., .... /,~ ). 
is the thmke l  operatm" on ttZ(D/' i) u'ith hhuk T.¢Tlitz sl'mhol 
" P,/, 0 . . .  0 
P. ,  I P,/, " '  () 
0 
P,t P,'. " ' "  P,/, 
Remark. The theorem redtlccs the computation of the rank of a Hankd 
v, perator of R-variables to the computation of the rank of several Hankei oper- 
ators of (P -  i)-variabics. For p ~ 2. even if we start with Hankel operators 
with scalar symbols, we end up having to compute the rank of Hankel 
operators with matrix-valued symbols. Eventually we have to compute the 
rank of Hankel operators on the unit disk with matrix-valued symbols which is 
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known to be the M~.~cMillan degree of its symbol (with obvious adjustment here 
due to our slight different definition of Hankel operator on the unit disk with 
the conventional one). We can also write down an explicit basis for the range of 
ttt. in terms the ranges of Hr; (i = 0 . . . . .  k). See the remark alter the proof of 
the rank formula. Similarly we can write down an expiicit basis for the cokernei 
of H;.- by considering the adjoint Hankel operator. 
2. Rational symbols 
In this section we prove the necessary part ot" Theorem ! by essentially re- 
ducing it to the single variable case. Throughout  this section let .f be a sc,dar 
L" (T p) function. Let _-' = (-~ . . . . .  :p  ~). For a muiti index of non-negative in- 
tegers 1~ = (/~l . . . . .  [~;, I), let 
J l ;  _ .J~J 1% i 
. . , 
" - -  - I "p  I " 
We decomp~ se H'-(DP) as tbilows 
t! 2 (Dr') = 'iv; :~ ,~:'PH2(D) = 'i'l; :~ ~,H/;, 
Let I~1 be the orthogonal  projection t'rom H"(D") onto il;;. ! et H be a separable 
complex Hilbert space and e.g E tt. ~:' :,:g is a rank one operator  detined by 
(e .~ ~.f)(h) ~= (h.g)t' for h c tt. 
l ,~:mma I. Let f ~ t !"  (D) iw u'rilldlt a.s 
. f  :::: ~.~I}; (7 , ) :  '/~. 
P 
1t% hare 
P.H, i°i; .... H,,,. 
Fm'thermore in the case 1tl i.',' ql lmite rank. say 
dwn 
a I 
(1) 
where tier i = ! . . . . .  k, 
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Proof. For h(z:,) ~ H2(D), we have 
.... l ~---L Potttz'l~h(zp) = PolP(./z I h(_p) ) 
= PoV(~-~'i:ph(:1,):':,., :~ ,~ '~) 
: ~eL l ; , ( : , , )h ( : , , ) ) :  H,,,hI:,,). 
The second half of the lemma follows from the lt,~lowin~_~, simple conlputation. 
Po(a, :..:, b,)Pi~ = (P~,a,) ::: (P/~h,) --= a,,, I,,i,. U5 
Now we are ready to prove the necessary part of Theorem !. 
Proof of the necessary part of Theorem I. Without loss of generality, we assume 
F = f is a scalar function. We prove the result by induction on p. p = I is the 
classical Kronecker's result. Assume it is true for p - !. Notations are as in the 
above lemma. If Hr is of finite rank. By the above lernma ttti~ is of linite rank. 
Therefore by Kronecker's result li~ is a rational function ol'zp. Note that by (!) 
Range(Hit,) c Span{a:,,./:-: I . . . . .  k}. 
But Span{a,0. i = 1 . . . . .  k} is a space independent of index [~ with dimension 
less ti'tan or equal to k. Thus t'or ;ill [L 
.t}, - 
~h,(zp) 
where qp(Zp) is a polynomial independent of It of degree less than or equal to k. 
Here we use the lact that for a polyno~nial a(zp) of degree /
Range(H,,) = {all polynomials of degree le:,;s than or equal to i} 
and t'or two polynomials a(zpl ol'degree / and h(zp) ofdegree m such that / < m 
Range(H,,/t,) - ~ ,c an~' polynomial of degree less that m . 
See also Lemma 5 below for details. Now .1' takes the Ibrm 
./.= Zg , (z ,  ) -I, 
, z qp( - l , )  
where 
"',~'~:'~ = Z . JP , -  ' j : l  . . . . .  k. 
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it is easy to see that H~ is of tinite rank if and only if the Hankel operator He, of 
(p - I )-variables is of finite rank. The desired representation follows now from 
the induction, t--1 
3. Rank formula 
In this section we prove the rank formula in Theorem 1. it is more insightful 
and easier to present by identifying H"(D~') with the tensor product of the 
Hardy spaces of less variables. Let H and K be two separable complex Hilbert 
spaces. K :-! H denotes the Hilbert space tensor product of H and K. For an 
operator A on K and an operator B on H, A ,~!~ B denotes the tensor product of 
A and B on K :.~ H. For a subspace H, of H, dim(H0) is the dimension of H0. To 
clarify, we recall that for e . . fE  H, e :~:.I" denotes a rank one operator on H 
and e :::..f denotes an element in H ::-:.~ H. We first prove a couple of elementary 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2. For a./inile rank ol,eralor A = ~_,~=l ei :.:.t;, ',he rank o.f A is k !/'and 
emir ! fd im{e, . i  - I . . . . .  k} = dim{.l;,i = i . . . . .  k} = k. 
i.emma 3. Let ,,I, Iw /mile rank opcralor.s" oll K and e,,.l; E l~' J'or i = I . . . .  ,k. 
!/ 
then 
d im{u, ,  i ...... I . . . . .  k } ::~ d im {.L, i :~:: I . . . . .  k ~ ...... k, 
rank .,!, (e, :.:.I;) -- - " rank( .4 , ) .  
I I i I 
ProoL We write 
rank~, l ,  i 
I I 
Note thal 
/, /, raukt ,t, 
t i I p I 
where each term oll right-hand s:,de of the equation is a rank one operator on 
K H. It is easy to see that 
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;t 
dim{a~; ::4 e,,.i - I . . . . .  rank(A , ) . i  = 1 . . . . .  /,} = ~rank( .4 ; ) -  
t ] 
dim{&/':~;:'.li,.j = I . . . .  , rank(A , ) , i -  1 . . . .  ,k,  } = rank (Ai). 
i ! 
Now the result  fo l lows by app ly ing  Lemma 2 to the finite rank  operator  on the 
^ 
space K (9 H. I--1 
Lemma 4. Let Ai, Ci be f in i te rank operators on Kamt  Bi, Di he .finite rank 
operato~w on H for i : :  1 . . . .  , k. Let U, V .X .  Y be.finite d imenshmal  stthsl~aces o f  
H. Assume U rl V = 0, Range(B , )  C U and Range(D i )  c V, and .vhniho'lv 
X fq Y = 0, Range(B~)  c X amt Range(D,*) c Y .for i = 1 . . . . .  k. TheJ'oih~wing 
jbrmula  hohts 
rank A. "B .+~C. : : : i ,D .  =rank  A, " B, +rank  (~, D ,  . 
Proof .  Wi thout  loss o f  genera l i ty ,  we may a.surnc' s" - that  d im(U)  :- dhn( l : )  
= d im(X)  = d im(Y)  =/ .  Let u I, r i ,xi , .v/ , j  = I . . . . .  i be a basis o f  U. V .X.  Y, 
respectively.  By the assumpt ions  in the lemma we can write 
I 
B. =: /~..(.. x,). 
! I 
i ..... I . . . . .  k, 
I 
D, = ~ 4,(v/ ,, y,), 
i I 
i=1  . . . . .  k. 
Then 
k / 
i : l  i [ 
and 
a. / 
Zc " , -  ¢,, :' 
i : !  i I 
for some tinite rank operators  E, and F,, to," "spe~..lisc!y" " Since by asstlml~|i¢m that  
d im{u, ,  r,,./" = 1 . . . . .  ;'} - d irn~.v, . .v, . . l -  ! . . . . .  1} - 2/. 
by Lemma 3 we have that 
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rank .4, B, + C, D, 
I i 
= rank E i (u  i ::::, x1 ) + ~ ( r,, :,-::, Yt ) 
i I i I 
I I 
= ~rank(E , )+ ~-'~rank (P,). 
/ I ,, I 
Again by Lernma 3 we have that 
rank .4, B, -: rank E, (u, .. x,) = 
! i ] i I 
ran k ( E, ) 
and 
rank ( ,~(..', '" D,) (±- -: rank /', (r, :':Yi) 
\ i  I 
) ± = rank(F,). 
I 
This completes the pro~f,q" t.he lemma. E] 
In the next two lemmas. - is just one complex variable. 
Lcmma 5. Let  ~ Iw  ,su¢'h t lmt  () < I~J < i .  
!1-,,( "h ) ...... " ~ /~ ...... (1. I n 
• , I I  ~ I I Q h= ! . . . . .  n - I .  
Proof. Tile lirst formula is straightforward. We prove ttle.s'econd" tbrmula by 
induction on n. For n = 2. the only possible k is one, it is evident that the 
formttla holds. Next assume it is true lbr all integer i ~< n. That is. for all / ~ n 
and/= I . . . .  ! -  I 
t i  , (z .... ~)' I 1 ' (  i ..... ),) 
-77" { I ..... :c:)~ ! :~ 
I , - ' ( I -~ . - ) ' )  
{1 - :~:.)' 
( ) I -' - :x' 
( I  - ~-)~ '" ! o j (1 -- z:) / '~" " 
(2) 
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where the second equality follows from the fact that ,.-,=:.~ ! on the unit circle T. 
We prove now that it is true for n + 1. For k = n, we verify that 
H , 
! ~,)  = ~,, 1 
,, =, '' "-----r (z - ~1" = lip (1 ~z) (I - ~)  
For  a f ixed k (k = I, . . . .  n -  I) ,  
H , 
/ 
~(z -  ~)~ = vP[ 
il =~,,.I k ( |  - -  
, 
~.~) .  ~ I -k 
~k 
(i -~z)"' I--~- 
+ VP -- ~, ; : :£  , 
(1 -  - 
(3) 
where the second equality follows from the identity 
• . - - I  . . ~k-I ~-~=~.( l -~z) (~- '+# ~+.  + ). 
By induction as in Eq. (2) with / = n -  (k - i), we have 
VP( ~'(~-' +i~-'~t + " " + ~k--') -~,;-k = k(~ ~-'~" 
( I  - ~)~, ,  ~h ,,! , 
B~ using the recursive formula 
) 
(4 )  
t l  
we note that 
("') ("') 
k-  ~ + k ' 
' ( '+J ') : 
.i .i + I 
Now combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we finish the proof of the lemmi~. [._3 
Lemma 6. Let 
' v~ i  ( - I ) '  ( k  + j - I )  )~1, 
e~-  :z ~,; ( - -~  k -  I . . . . .  N -  !. 
j : .  k-  I ' 
We have tltat 
I ),, 
~P (1 - -  
I 
1 <~k < n<~N. 
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Proof. First note that 
( ' ,) I,P ( l _~) , , ( z -~)  =0,  l>~n. 
Thus we need only to keep the terms in e, up to j = n - k - 1. A direct ap- 
plication of Lemma 5 yields that 
( ' ) ( ' /,-,>,+,) 
VP (1_~) , ,~  = ~*+J k - I  I,P ( l -~z)"  
,, -=0 <, ' 
: Z Z ( - I ) '  k - ! - / - l '~{/ , '+ j - )  t - l .  I 
-o , _:,,, k - I i ( I - ~) ' " -  ~ - i - ,  
"--'-' ' / k+ j - - l ) (k+j+ i -1 )  l 
l--o j~,,). ~ ~- I  i ,: ( I -~)  "-~-I 
,,-,-,, ( )( __ 1 ZZ k+j+-  \ 1 
- ' ( I -~ . '1  ''-k + ( - l )  / k + j -  1 i ! 
1~:=) /:~o k - I i ( I - ~)"  -k  - I  " 
The proof is complete by noting that for ! >i 1, 1 = j + i, 
! 
! (I k- I  i / 
! 
Z , . . . I  
I () 
( - l ) ' (k  + j -  i)! 
' ( k -  l)!i! 
(k + I -  i)! 
( / - i ) ! (k  + j -  l)! 
= (k + I .... l)!ff.~ 1! 
(k - 1)!/! ( -  1)~ (k + I - 1)! ,,) ( j ! ( l - j ) != (k -  I)!/! ( I -1 )  t -0 .  [] 
We would like to remark that it is the fact that e, works for all n that make it 
useful. Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem !. 
Proof of the rank formula. Let F be ,Is in Theorem 1. We identify H"(DP) with 
the tensor product H2(D t'-l) " H2{D). then 
II) 
H,: = Z 
, ) ) ! 
Note that 
R..n~e~..>~p..°{R~.o~e(....._.,),=.. . . . . .  k} - -~0~ 
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and similar relations hold for Range(H. ' ,  ) and Range(H[(._~,:,,;~) by the fact 
" ,0  
that H,~ = H~.~,. Now by Lemma 4, we conclude that 
k 
rank(HF)  = Zrank(HF , ) .  
i=0 
Next we need to compute rank(HF,). We first deal with the simpie but illumi- 
nating case i = O. It is easy to see that for hs(f  ) ~ H2(D j'-~) (j = 0 , . . .  ,l,) the 
action of  HF. on vector h j (~)G -'j is • '~ ~., ,p 
Hi.-,,.,,, (h/(z ' ) )  ..~ J " - /+ . . .  + H~;,, , (tz/(z')) ~;: p + Hr.;,, ~t,," J~-'-')) ~ _o . -p  , .  , . ;p .  
Since Hg,,(h(.-') :?, .~) = 0 for h(z') c= HZ(D t'-I ) and j > 10. the d imension of  the 
range of  HF. is the same as the dimension of  the range of Hrfe,,, ..... ~,,: where 
R}t,, 0 . . .  0 ] 
I P.I,, I B)t,, "'" 0 
r[ )0 . . . . .  e,,,,,] = . . / 
0 J Po(, P . i  " '"  P, , , ,  
With the help of  Lemma 6, the proof  for the case H~; is similar. Note that ,':or 
hs(d) E H2(D ~'~!) and ej (j = 1 . . . . .  ! , -  l) as in Lemma 6 with N = l, and 
:t = ~,, the act ion of t!~;; on vector ,,~='-''):i:, e, is 
f!,;,,(l,,i(z') ) ::' 1/(1 - X,zt,) ~' i + . + I6.:, , (h, (z ' ) )  :.: 1/(i  - X,;,). 
Since Hv;,(b~F.! :.: ! / ( I  - x,zp)') : () for h(=') q t t :~O,  ) and ./>~/,., the di- 
mension ol :he range of  ttt.: is the same ;.is the d~mension et" the rangc of 
ltri/~ ..... p,,. This completes the proof  of Theorem 1. L] 
Remark.  Let rank(Hrv , ,  .... t~,,,,,) = ko and 
e,,j = [e,,,,, . . . . .  e,,lt,,]'.j = 1 . . . . .  k,, 
be a basis for Range(nrp , . .  .,,,,,, ). l e t  rank( r i f t , .  , . , )  : k, and 
e,, [e, il . . . .  c,,t, j = 1 . . . . .  k, 
be a basis for Range(Hr,r ,  ., ) (i = 1 k i T I', a 
d . . . .  I i i  I , • • . , _ . t . _  
I, 
b,~ = )_[,~ ,,IZl,. j = ! . . . . .  k~,. 
1( )  
i, 1 
Z ~'ll : ¢"111 I "  . /=!  . . . . .  k . . i - I  . . . . .  k 
is a basis for Range(HF).  
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4. Examples  
~n this section we make some remarks and give some example,;. 
For simplicity, let p = 2 and F be a scalar function. Some er  <<:harks also 
~pplies to the case p > 2. It is clear fr,~m the proof of the theo~,~;~ that one 
reduces the computation of the rank of HF to the computation of the rank of 
Hankei operator HG with G of the form 
! 1 
G= ~_G,(z,) ,, ~5) 
where for i = 1, . . . ,  I, 
¢---,k' I 
G, = ~. G.: 
Thus it reduces to the computation of the rank of Hrt<;t ..... ~,1, which is the 
MacMillan degree of T[G), . . . .  ,~,, >., seems possible to have more explicit 
r r formula in terms of only the oeg_ees k, of G, (i = 1, . . . ,  l) due to the simple 
structure of T[G~,..., Gt]. For example, let G be as in Eq. (5) with / = 2. Then 
[°i 0] T[GI,G2] =: G G2 
We have 
rank(HrI(;,x,.,!) = max{ 2k2,kl ~. 
We illustrate this by assunu'-n-g Gi = 1 / ( I -  [~zl) k', 
k., > k~. By using Lemma 6, ~:e see that 
G., = I/( I -/ '/zl )k: and 
I /( l  - /~ : , / '  
I / (1  - [L'l)k: R/(I - ~:,)'~'" J ' 
r 0 ] [o  7 
is a basis for the range of Hri(;~ ,,'. 
It is natural to ask if" G is of the tbrm 
G 
( !  - ~,~2) ~ 
Is rank(He;)equal to rank(Hrlc~ ' ..... o.r)? It is not true by the follov~ing simple 
example. Le,,.Gi = !/(1 - [tzl )", G.~ = 1/(I - ~.:l ), so rank(Hrl¢;I.~;,.l) = 2. But 
C Gu I Linear ,41gebra nd its Applicathms 2~:8 ! 1999) 269 281 
_ -~  I I 
~' (1 l~-,)-" c9~ = + 
- ( l  - l~ : , )  ( l  - l~z , )  
so rank (Hrld, ..... G,]) = 4. Nevertheless,  one can easily compute  Gi from Gi. 
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